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Genome organization in eukaryotes during interphase stems from the delicate balance be-
tween non-random correlations present in the DNA polynucleotide linear sequence and the
physico/chemical reactions which shape continuously the form and structure of DNA and chromatin
inside the nucleus of the cell. It is now clear that these mechanisms have a key role in important
processes like gene regulation, yet the detailed ways they act simultaneously and, eventually, come
to influence each other even across very different length-scales remain largely unexplored. In this
paper, we recapitulate some of the main results concerning gene regulatory and physical mecha-
nisms, in relation to the information encoded in the 1D sequence and the 3D folding structure of
DNA. In particular, we stress how reciprocal crossfeeding between 1D and 3D models may provide
original insight into how these complex processes work and influence each other.
I. INTRODUCTION
The interplay between the 1D sequence and the 3D
folding of DNA in chromosomes and cell nuclei is me-
diated by the delicate balance between classical phys-
ical forces stemming from the DNA nature as a long,
tightly packed polymer filament [1–6] and complex chem-
ical processes governing DNA and histone methylations,
nucleosome positioning and the binding of transcription
factors to DNA sequence [7, 8] whose actions repre-
sent fundamental driving mechanisms in cell-fate deci-
sion [9]. For these reasons, understanding how the 1D
genome affects its 3D spatial organization (and, vicev-
ersa) is a challenging task that requires a deeper under-
standing of both, the physico/chemical forces governing
DNA folding and the mechanisms beyond gene regula-
tion: advancing along this ambitious direction is com-
pelling now more than ever, as it stands as the prerequi-
site for the comprehension of complex pathologies such as
cancer [10], laminopathies and premature aging diseases
like Hutchinson-Gilford progeria and Werner syndromes
[11, 12].
In eukaryotes, every ≈ 200 basepairs of the long DNA
filament of each chromosome wrap around the histone
complex [14], by creating a necklace-like linear sequence
of nucleosomes, commonly known as the 10nm chromatin
fiber, see Fig. 1. The present understanding of chromo-
some organization on spatial scales beyond the 10nm-
fiber (in particular with respect to the existence of the
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“elusive” 30nm-fiber [13, 15–19]) appears still remarkably
confused.
However ambitious though, merging the information
coming from the 1D/3D levels of knowledge promises to
be increasingly affordable in the next future especially
thanks to the recent, dramatic progress in sequencing
techniques, such as the recent ATAC-seq and ChIA-Drop,
which helped gaining new insights into the comprehen-
sion of 3D DNA organization as a function of 1D epi-
genetic “marks”, in particular by allowing to map chro-
matin accessibility and nucleosome positioning genome-
wide in a faster and more sensitive way than MNase-
seq and DNase-seq [20] as for ATAC-seq, and revealing
promoter-centred multivalent interactions in the ChIA-
Drop case [21].
At the same time, high-precision/high-resolution ex-
perimental techniques have now greatly contributed to
expand our understanding of the physico/chemical prop-
erties of DNA in vivo:
• Chemical “painting” of DNA sequences by “flu-
orescence in situ hibridization” (FISH) (Fig. 2)
shows that chromosomes fold into compact confor-
mations (chromosome “territories” [22, 27]), which
have non-random, gene-correlated locations inside
the nucleus [23] and are crucial to cell correct be-
havior [22, 23, 27]: in particular, territories help
keeping some sort of “physical barrier” between
close-by chromosomes (see Fig. 2), with minimal
amount of tangling [28] at the borders.
• Then, the internal structure inside each territory
discloses itself by chromosome conformation cap-
ture techniques (3C [29]) and HiC [24]), which
are based on chromatin-chromatin cross-linking fol-
lowed by DNA sequencing (Fig. 3, top): this
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procedure showed that chromosomes display a
checkerboard pattern of interactions [24] reveal-
ing some compartmentalization into open/closed
mega-basepair-sized sub-domains (Fig. 3, top).
At higher resolution, chromosomes cluster [25]
into “topologically-associated domains” (TADs),
regions separated by boundaries enriched for spe-
cific protein factors and identified by the unusually
high number of contacts recorded in the each TAD’s
interior which drops suddenly at the boundaries
(see the heat maps in Fig. 3, bottom). Interest-
ingly, chromosome organization into TADs appears
“universal”, being both stable across different cell
lines and across different species [26].
With these premises, the hard core of the challenge lies
in elaborating appropriate models that take into account
or even integrate the 1D/3D levels of information. In
this review, we discuss the state-of-the-art of computa-
tional approaches which – in our opinion – have best
contributed to shed new light on this fascinating and
promising research field. To this purpose, we adopt the
following outline:
• In Section II we discuss 1D models for understand-
ing non-random features in DNA sequences.
• In Sec. III we present a comprehensive catalogue of
theoretical models based on polymer physics which
describe relevant aspects of chromosome folding.
Unless stated differently, we consider models for
chromosome conformations during interphase [14],
i.e chromosomes within nuclear confinement.
In both sections we talk mainly of genome structure in
higher eukaryotes (like mammals), occasionally though
we generalize to other classes of organisms. Finally, we
conclude the work (Sec. IV) by highlighting promising
directions for future work, in particular with regard to
what one can possibly learn by exploiting the connections
between 1D and 3D modeling approaches.
II. READING THE SEQUENCE: 1D MODELS
FOR NUCLEOTIDE ORGANIZATION
At the 1D level, the DNA sequence can be represented
as an ordinary string of text composed by four letters cor-
responding to the four nucleotides: A, C, G, T. This sim-
ple representation allowed to treat genomes as symbolic
sequences and thus to exploit the knowledge developed
in the fields of physics and statistics to extract informa-
tion about their structure. In particular, two approaches
have revealed helpful to identify some peculiar structural
properties of genomic sequences that are involved in gene
expression regulation, such as coding and non-coding re-
gions [30, 31], enhancers [32] and CpG islands [33]: DNA
random walks and dinucleotide interdistance.
3FIG. 1: Principles of chromosome folding. I. Schemat-
ing cartoon of the 10nm-fiber structure resulting from DNA
wrapping around the histone complex. Chromatin folding
beyond the 10nm-fiber up to the scale of the whole chro-
mosome remains controversial. Reproduced with permission
from Ref. [13].
A. Random walks on DNA sequences
One of the first models of random walk on DNA se-
quence [30] was defined according to the following rule:
the walker steps up (u(i) = +1) if a pyrimidine (‘C’ or
‘T’ nucleotides) occurs at position i along the sequence,
otherwise for the opposite case of a purine (‘A’ or ‘G’ nu-
cleotides) the walker steps down (u(i) = −1). This sim-
ple rule allows to calculate the displacement of a walker
after l steps as
y(l) =
l∑
i=1
u(i) (1)
and to identify regions with different purine-pyrimidine
content by plotting y(l) as a function of nucleotide dis-
tance l (see Fig. 4), where positive slopes correspond to
high concentration of pyrimidine and negative slopes cor-
respond to high concentration of purines [34]. The power
of this simple approach is that different hypotheses on
DNA sequence organization can be mapped onto specific
“null models” about the characteristics of such random
walks, and can thus be tested against the properties of
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FIG. 2: Principles of chromosome folding. II. Chromosome
“painting” by FISH (panels 1 to 3) reveals that chromosomes
occupy distinct territories within the nucleus: panel 4 and
panel 5 show examples of chromosome territories in chicken
and human fibroblasts, respectively. Panels 1 to 4 are repro-
duced with permission from Ref. [22], Panel 5 is reproduced
from Ref. [23] under Creative Commons License.
the real sequences. A fundamental statistical quantity
characterizing any walk is the root mean square fluctua-
tion F (l) around the average displacement:
F 2(l) = [∆y(l)]2 − [∆y(l)]2 (2)
where ∆y(l) = y(l0 + l)− y(l0) and the bars indicate an
average over all positions l0 on the gene. The calculation
of F (l) is a key step in order to identify “anomalous”
diffusion. In fact, in pure “random” walks F (l) ∼ l1/2;
otherwise, F (l) ∼ lα, with α 6= 1/2, thus revealing long-
range correlations between walk steps, corresponding to
correlations in nucleotide positioning process. One of
the earliest and most relevant results obtained by ap-
plying this method concerns the identification of coding
4FIG. 3: Principles of chromosome folding. III. (Top)
Chromatin contacts by HiC (top) at 1Mbp-resolution can
be visualized in terms of heat maps. These maps show
a “plaid-pattern” structure of intra-chromosome contacts
stemming from chromosome compartmentalization into two
(A/B) sub-compartments (bottom). Reproduced with per-
mission from Ref. [24]). (Bottom) At higher resolution (.
100kbp), chromosomes appear organized into topologically-
associated domains (TADs), regions characterized by unusu-
ally frequent contacts well separated by narrower regions al-
most interaction-depleted [25, 26]. TADs correlate well with
known epigenetic marks. Reproduced with permission from
Ref. [25].
and non-coding sequences inside genes [30]. In particu-
lar, long-range correlations were identified as systematic
markers of the presence of intron-containing genes and
non-transcribed genomic regulatory elements, whereas,
the absence of long-range correlations is characteristic of
cDNA sequences and genes without introns (Fig. 4).
FIG. 4: The DNA walk representation of intron-rich human β-
cardiac myosin heavy-chain gene sequence (a), its cDNA (b),
and the intron-less bacteriophage λ DNA sequence (c). Note
the more complex fluctuations for the intron-containing gene
in (a) compared with the intron-less sequences in (b) and (c).
Heavy bars denote coding regions of the gene. Reproduced
with permission from Ref. [30].
Moreover, long sequences (thousands of base pairs)
were found inside non-coding regions, which were charac-
terized by long-range correlations, and this led Buldyrev
et al. [35] to apply a generalized Le´vy-walk model
to non-coding sequences, and to hypothesize the exis-
tence of DNA loops. In generalized Le´vy-walks the typ-
ical walk step lj can be very long (in fact, walk steps
are distributed according to a power-law distribution
P (lj) ∝ 1/lµj with 2 < µ < 3), implying the existence
of correlations between the displacements of nucleotides
at very long mutual distances.
The authors provided a molecular basis for the power-
law distribution of step lengths by hypothesizing that, in
order to be inserted into DNA, a macromolecule should
form a loop of length lj , whose ends come close to each
other in the space. In fact, Buldyrev et al. pointed
out that the long uncorrelated subsequences inside non-
coding regions may correspond to repetitive elements,
such as LINE-1, or retroviral sequences.
5B. Dinucleotide interdistance
Another approach results very powerful at identifying
structural genomic features at the 1D level: the study
of dinucleotide interdistance distributions. The idea is
inspired to the theory of first-return-time distributions
in stochastic and deterministic processes by H. Poincare´,
who developed this model to study the trajectories of
bounded dynamical systems [36].
Referring to genome sequences, the analysis can be
carried out through the following steps: given a dinu-
cleotide XY , where X and Y can take any value among
{A,C,G, T}, its interdistance distribution pˆ(τ) can be
calculated by (i) identifying the positions xj (j = 1, 2, ...)
of each XY along the sequence, (ii) calculating the dis-
tance between two consecutive XY as τj ≡ xj+1−xj , (iii)
counting the abundance of a given interdistance value τ
and (iv) estimating its relative frequency pˆ(τ) according
to the formula:
pˆ(τ) =
#{j = 1, 2, ...|τj = τ}
#{j = 1, 2, ...|τj} , (3)
where the numerator counts all values where τj = τ while
the denominator runs over all unrestricted values τj .
The first analysis of this quantity on genome se-
quences [37] showed that dinucleotide interdistance dis-
tributions have a pronounced period-3 oscillatory be-
haviour in protein-coding regions which is absent in the
whole-genome distributions and appears to be related to
the triplet structure of the protein-coding genetic code.
Furthermore, the comparison between real distributions
and randomly generated ones revealed that the behaviour
of CG dinucleotides is considerably different from all the
others. This study opened the avenue to subsequent
works that led to methods for the identification of CpG
islands [33], and to a more general characterization of CG
interdistances in association to DNA methylation func-
tionalities [38, 39]. In particular, the work of Paci et
al. [38] revealed that CG interdistance distribution in
higher-order organisms greatly differs from all other dinu-
cleotides (see the comparison between Homo sapiens and
Mus musculus in Fig. 5), showing the strong exponential
decay
pˆ(τ) ∼ e−τ/b . (4)
This difference seems to be related to the different role
that methylation plays in this class of organisms [38].
Interestingly, in higher-order organisms the characteristic
“length-scale” b of Eq. (4) measuring the average contour
length distance between consecutive CGs showed a value
200 bp < b < 300 bp, which is comparable to the typical
DNA filament wrapped around the histone complex [14].
An even deeper analysis of CG interdistance distribu-
tions was performed in human genome, by identifying the
so-called Gamma-distribution
pˆ(τ) ∼ τa−1e−τ/b (5)
as the best fitting model distribution [39]. Furthermore,
in this work the authors extended the study to a large
variety of organisms spanning all available ranges of bi-
ological complexity, finding that the value of parameter
b is correlated to the biological complexity of the organ-
ism category: in fact, it steadily increases moving from
bacteria to vertebrates (see Fig. 6, left) and it is strongly
correlated to CG density (CG%), displaying in particu-
lar a power-law behavior b ∝ CG%m. The study showed
that all categories, except vertebrates, are characterized
by an exponent m ∼ −1, which is compatible with a sim-
ple null model predicting that the average distance be-
tween dinucleotides is inversely proportional to the din-
ucleotide density inside the sequence. For vertebrates
instead, the exponent m takes the value ' −0.5 which
is significantly higher in comparison to the other classes
of organisms considered (see Fig. 6, right): we speculate
that this might be related to a different mechanism for
CG positioning along the genome connected to the DNA
methylation process that CG dinucleotides undergo in
this class of organisms.
These results show how detailed features of 1D DNA
sequence are able to capture key properties of gene regu-
latory mechanisms that go beyond the 1D environment,
such the extension of coding and noncoding regions, or
the footprints of DNA methylation. In general, the rel-
ative positioning of specific DNA sequences along the
genome might reflect their role in a specific 3D context, in
particular where complex loop structures can bring close
to each other motifs quite far apart along the sequence,
similar to what happens during the folding process of
peptide chains. The identification of the correct distri-
butions of these distances can help to restrict the type of
modelling processes able to generate them, thus helping
to clarify the biology, chemistry and/or physics behind
these far-from-trivial conformations.
III. FOLDING THE SEQUENCE: 3D MODELS
OF CHROMOSOME ORGANIZATION IN
EUKARYOTES
“Predicting” 3D chromosome structure starting from
the 1D DNA sequence – a question reminding in some
way of the analogous protein folding problem [40] – is a
long-standing problem in cell biology and a very challeng-
ing one. Although the two problems (DNA folding and
protein folding) may appear similar, a huge difference
lies in the fact that DNA structure is not only guided
by the chemical properties of its components (as for pro-
tein peptides) but relies on the complex interplay with
many epigenetic factors (histones, noncoding RNAs, co-
hesins, lamines, etc.) that can be guided by “signals”
set along the native DNA sequence (transcription factor
binding sites, enhancer/promoter binding, DNA methy-
lation, etc.) some of which, possibly, might be still un-
known. Moreover, chromosome state may depend on
other important factors like, to mention a few, the par-
6FIG. 5: Distribution functions of dinucleotide interdistances (τ , measured in units of DNA basepairs) in log-log scale for Homo
sapiens (left) and Mus musculus (right). The distribution for CG dinucleotides is represented in red.
ticular cellular type, phase of the cellular cycle, gene ac-
tivity and the mechanisms beyond DNA repair [14]. For-
tunately, the rapid development and increasing availabil-
ity of structural data on chromosome organization (FISH
and HiC in primis, see Sec. I) alongside with the more
and more sophisticate analysis tools (see Sec. II) which
are now capable of detecting finer and finer correlations
in the 1D DNA sequences are rapidly shifting the field to-
wards a more confident description of how chromosomes
fold inside the nucleus and how it reverberates on chro-
mosome function.
As for it, in recent years there has been an impressive
“explosion” of models trying to fill the missing concep-
tual gap between the 1D DNA or chromatin sequence
and the 3D chromosome packing inside the nucleus. In-
terestingly, most of (if not all) these models have been
proposed by physicists and are based on the (rather ob-
vious) assumption that chromosomes are long polymer
chains subject to the same classical [41, 42] laws of poly-
mer physics: these laws can then be used to predict the in
vivo chromosome behavior and, then, make quantitative
and testable predictions.
As it has been stressed in the Introduction (Sec. I),
chromosome structure inside the nucleus remains highly
controversial. It is no surprise then, that there exists a
conspicuous literature concerning different polymer mod-
els presenting alternative scenarios to illustrate the link
between chromosome sequence and folding. In the next
sections we will discuss in more detail some of these mod-
els and the physical bases of each of them.
To better accomplish this purpose, it is instructive to
classify the models into two categories:
1. In the first category (Sec. III A), we place those
models which rely on relatively few, minimal physi-
cal assumptions. The idea behind these approaches
is that certain features of chromosome organization
are common to all species and, in some respect, are
more important than the details contained in each
DNA sequence which make each species so different
from any one else. Minimal models of this kind are
extremely useful and instructive because they con-
stitute the paradigm to understand the “nuclear”
forces which continuously remodel the genomes.
2. In the second category (Sec. III B), we consider
those polymer models which are constructed to sat-
isfy a certain number of constraints obtained from
experimental results. For this reason, we name
these data-driven models. These approaches are
now becoming especially popular, for one hopes to
employ them in the near future to provide accurate
predictions on how genomes react when the “na-
tive” conditions upon which they were constructed
change as the result of some stress on the cell or
because of some induced mutation on the DNA se-
quence.
7FIG. 6: (Left) Box-plots for the Gamma-distribution scale parameters b (see Eq. (5)) for seven categories of organisms: bacteria
(BT), protozoa (PZ), fungi (FG), invertebrates (IN), plants (PL), non-mammal vertebrates (NMV) and mammal vertebrates
(MV). (Right) Estimated average values and error bars for m exponents relative to the same classes of organisms.
A. Chromosome organization by generic,
“bottom-up” polymer physics
1. I. The role of topological constraints
Chromosomes are constituted by long chromatin fila-
ments tightly packed inside the nucleus. By neglecting
all details related to the heterogeneity of DNA sequences,
at first approximation the entire system of chromosomes
contained in the nucleus can be described as a solution of
polymer chains [41, 42] subject to thermal fluctuations.
Under these conditions topological constraints, which
are known to force nearby polymer chains to move ran-
domly by sliding past each other without passing through
each [41, 42], are expected to play a key role by affecting
chromosome structural and dynamical properties.
In fact, it is a non-trivial question to ask how a sin-
gle centimeter-long chromosome can be efficiently stored
inside the nucleus which is typically about thousand
times [14] narrower. While the presence of histone com-
plexes and territories point towards the fact that chromo-
somes maintain a certain level of compactness, they say
nothing about how compactness can be practically and
efficiently achieved. In this respect, physical theories of
polymers may become useful.
A major turning point occurred in the late ’80s when
Grosberg and colleagues published two influential pa-
pers [43, 48], suggesting that the DNA or the chromatin
fiber of a single chromosome should exist in an unknot-
ted, off-equilibrium state which they termed “the crum-
pled globule”, see Fig. 7(A). Intuitively, this model can be
constructed by assuming that the linear DNA sequence
folds by hierarchical compaction from small up to the
largest scales: this fractal-like conformation features the
two advantages of being maximally packed and knot-free.
From the theoretical point of view, two possible mech-
anisms leading to a crumpled globule were suggested:
either by fast switching the solvent conditions of the
polymer chain from “good” to “bad” (i.e., polymer self-
interactions turn from repulsive to attractive [48]) or by
fast confinement of the polymer into a narrow region [24].
Either way, the chain has no time to fully relax from
its initial (knot-free) conformation, the final state being
crumpled and displaying the presence of domains. Con-
versely, when the process of crumpling is slow, the final
state is akin to an “equilibrium” globule with no domains
(see the comparison between the two contrasting sets of
model polymer conformations in Fig. 7(A)). Although
interesting from the theoretical point of view, fast crum-
pling is not expected to take place inside the cell.
In 1999, Langowski and collaborators introduced the
so-called random-loop model [49]: interphase chromo-
some structure was described in terms of a self-repulsive
random polymer with pairs of monomers permanently
bound to form small loops on the scale of ∼ 100kbp,
rosette-like sub-compartments on larger scales and terri-
tories imposed by artificial confinement of the polymer
chain. The model was later [50] applied to describe the
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FIG. 7: The role of topological constraints in chromosome organization. (A, top) Schematic illustration of the “crumpled
globule”, showing the different layers in the hierarchical folding. The fundamental units (the monomers, filled spheres) fold into
globular structures of larger sizes (the smaller empty spheres), acting in turn as “super”-monomers in the following crumpling
event. The process proceeds then at the next stage, and so on. The final structure resembles a fractal [43] with maximal
compactness. (A, bottom) Examples of polymer conformations obtained by computer simulations, illustrating the structural
differences between equilibrium and crumpled (fractal) globules. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [24]. (B) Because
structural and topological relaxations of mitotic-like conformations have markedly different time-scales, chromosomes remain
effectively “trapped” into territorial-like conformations [1, 2, 44, 45]. Reproduced from Ref. [44] under Creative Commons
License. (C) Chromatin fibers with (negative) levels of supercoiling form TAD-like structures [46, 47], reproducing contact
patterns observed in HiC experiments. Reproduced from Ref. [46] under Creative Commons CC BY License.
3D structure of the murine immunoglobulin heavy-chain
locus. The random-loop model appears in qualitative
agreement with chromatin organization into TADs and
territories, however this is not entirely surprising because
these motifs were directly imposed on the model and,
then, not really explained.
Instead, crumpled conformations can be easily ob-
tained through a very simple physical mechanism which
looks almost as the “reverse” of the one considered in
the construction of a crumpled globule. In two publi-
cations [44, 45] Rosa and Everaers presented a polymer
model for chromosome organization implying that terri-
tories emerge “spontaneously” as the result of the slow
relaxation of the mitotic-like original chromosome struc-
9ture (Fig. 7(B)): in other words, the microscopic topolog-
ical chromatin state remains quenched in time with no
chance to relax and chromosomes get trapped into crum-
pled, territory-like conformations. It was proposed [44]
then that the physical mechanism underlying chromo-
some compaction is the same driving the folding of untan-
gled ring polymers in concentrated solutions [2, 51–53].
As demonstrated in [44, 45], the proposed model is able to
capture quantitatively generic chromosome features like
internal chromatin-chromatin distances and HiC contact
frequencies with no fitting parameters, and can be used
to model chromosome dynamics on time-scales from sec-
onds to days in real time. Third, it can be also naturally
generalized [54] so to take into account the heterogeneity
of DNA sequence.
We conclude the section connecting chromosome orga-
nization and the topological properties of the chromatin
fibers by mentioning some recent work by the Stasiak’s
group in Lausanne [46, 47] which suggests a possible link
between the presence of supercoiling in chromatin and
TADs (mentioned in Sec. I). Chromosomal DNA is ex-
pected to be naturally supercoiled due to continuously
ongoing processes like replication and transcription. This
excess of supercoiling is expected to never relax, once
again because of the typically large size of chromosomes.
It may thus induce local crumpling of the chromatin fiber,
similar to what occurs to a familiar phone cord when
excessive twist is applied. By fine-tuning the amount
of supercoiling in a numerical polymer model for chro-
matin fibers, Stasiak and colleagues showed that the phe-
nomenology of TADs, summarized by the excess of intra-
domain contacts with respect to inter-domain contacts
(see Fig. 7(C)), can be generically captured.
2. II. Sequence-specific chromatin-chromatin interactions
The polymer models presented in Sec. III A 1 show
that notable chromosome features like intra-DNA posi-
tions and contacts may be quantitatively understood in
terms of the same theoretical mechanisms describing the
phenomenology of entangled polymer solutions. On the
other hand, there is more to chromosome biology which
requires a thorough discussion.
In this respect, it is known that certain species of
protein complexes present in the nucleus tend to bind
to specific DNA target sites and influence chromosome
organization: important examples include the CCCTC
binding factor (CTCF) involved in promoter activation
or repression and methylation-dependent chromatin insu-
lation [55] and the trascription units which by clustering
into transcription “factories” [56] mediate and regulate
the production of transcripts. The role of these protein-
DNA interactions in chromosome architecture has been
addressed in an increasing number of publications.
In the so-called “strings-and-binders-switch” (SBS)
polymer model [57], chromatin is described as a block
copolymer where a certain fraction of monomers (the
A	
Polymer	
B	
FIG. 8: The role of sequence-specific chromatin-chromatin
interactions in chromosome organization. I. (A) In the
“strings-and-binders-switch” (SBS) model, chromatin acts as
a block copolymer with site-selective affinity EX for specific
binders at concentration cm. Chromatin folding/unfolding
can be represented in terms of the phase diagram in these two
parameters. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [57]. (B)
Protein-like particles mimicking transcription factors binding
to cognate sites on a block copolymer model promote chromo-
some compaction by forming rosettes and TAD-like domains.
The model predicts also the spontaneous self-assembly of pro-
teins into factories. Reproduced from Ref. [58] under Creative
Commons CC BY License.
“binders”) act as binding sites for freely diffusive par-
ticles, see Fig. 8(A). The binding of particles to DNA
is dynamic (binders attach and detach intermittently at
finite rates), the mechanism being described in terms
of two phenomenological parameters: the binder affin-
ity (EX) and the binder concentration (cm). It is then
possible to construct a phase diagram in the EX -cm space
where a single line separates swollen from compact poly-
mer conformations, as in the classical θ-collapse [42, 57]
in polymer physics. The SBS model predicts that as per
adaptation to continuously-changing external conditions
chromatin is switching between these two states through
a suitable combination of the concentration/affity of the
binders, thus accounting qualitatively for the observed
fluctuations in chromatin loci spatial positions and con-
tacts as measured in FISH and HiC.
In a variation of the SBS-model, Brackley et al. [58]
pointed out that protein-like particles mimicking tran-
scription factors which bind reversibly to cognate sites
on a block copolymer model promote chromosome com-
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FIG. 9: The role of sequence-specific chromatin-chromatin
interactions in chromosome organization. II. (A) Chromo-
somes may fold due to epigenome-specific attractive interac-
tions promoting microphase segregation and TAD-like organi-
zation. Reproduced from Ref. [59] under Creative Commons
CC BY License. (B) Trimethylated chromosomal sites at-
tracting each other by the mediated action of oligomerized
HP1 model proteins drive phase segregation into compact,
heterochromatin domains vs. swollen, euchromatin domains.
Reproduced with permission from Ref. [60].
paction, see Fig. 8(B). This model outline a picture where
a single chromosome is organized into spatial motifs like
rosettes and topological domains similar to the ones ob-
served in HiC experiments. Interestingly, as a by-product
the model predicts that proteins self-organize into clus-
ters (or, factories [56]) due to a “bridging-induced attrac-
tion” which is mediated by polymer folding.
Alternatively (or, in addition) to the action of the
binders, the observed chromosome organization may be
the consequence of the partitioning into a small [61] set
of distinct epigenomic domains which cluster together by
epigenome-dependent attractive interactions. Jost and
collaborators [59, 62] have implemented this idea into
a copolymer model, where each monomer of a specific
epigenomic domain bind exclusively to monomers of the
same species. The chromatin fiber associated to each
chromosome thus segregate by a physical mechanism
known as microphase separation (see Fig. 9(A)) which
displays a checkerboard pattern of contacts which may
explain chromosome structure into TADs (reported in
Sec. I). In a related study involving a very similar com-
putational set-up, Shi et al. have shown [63] that chro-
matin dynamics is highly heterogeneous, reflecting the
observed cell-to-cell variations in the contact maps: fold-
ing is a two-step, hierarchical process which involves the
formation of TAD-like chromatin domains (or, droplets)
followed by their “fusion” inside the entire territory.
An interesting hypothesis on the connection between
epigenetic marks (specifically, histone methylation) and
chromosome folding has been recently formulated by
MacPherson et al. [60]. By using Monte Carlo com-
puter simulation of a nucleosome-resolved polymer model
complemented by H3K9me3-methylation patterns from
ChIP-seq data, the authors suggested that dimeriza-
tion of HP1 single protein units which bind preferen-
tially to methylated chromatin sites drive chromatin
segregation into heterochromatin (dense and H3K9me3-
rich) and euchromatin (open and H3K9me3-poor) do-
mains, see Fig. 9(B). The segregation results in plaid-
patterned heat-maps resembling those obtained in HiC
experiments.
3. III. Out-of-equilibrium effects: loop extrusion and
activity-induced phase separation
Life is a dynamic process maintained through the con-
tinuous contribution of external energy sources: as such,
in recent years a conspicuous body of work on the experi-
mental and theoretical aspects of non-equilibrium physics
has had a tremendous impact on our understanding of
how living matter works [66]. In this respect, chromo-
somes are no exception. In the following, we summarize
a few works which have contributed to highlight the role
of non-equilibrium mechanisms with regard to chromo-
some organization.
Ganai et al. [64] suggested that certain reported cor-
relation between chromosome positioning within the nu-
cleus and gene density (see Sec. I) can be understood as
the consequence of different “activity” levels: similarly
to the approaches described in previous sections chro-
mosomes are modeled as coarse polymers, however – in
contrast to the purely passive systems discussed so far –
here each monomer is classified according to its level of
activity (proportional to gene density) and coupled to a
specific, effective temperature. Thus, a higher effective
temperature means a larger activity. With the addition
of a given amount of permanent loops between chromatin
fibers, this models shows that chromosomes tend to be
partitioned into clusters of different temperatures, see
Fig. 10(A). A rigorous physical explanation of this phe-
nomenon was provided in Ref. [67] and later confirmed in
Ref. [68] by means of systematic computer simulations:
even small temperature gaps induce phase separation in
systems of colloids or polymer chains. In spite of the
intrinsic out-of-equilibrium nature of the system, it can
nonetheless be shown that the phenomenon can be cap-
tured by the analogy to the classical equilibrium theory
of binary mixtures which phase separate as the result of
distinct chemical affinities [42].
Recently, it has been pointed out that active loop ex-
trusion may be universally responsible for chromosome
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FIG. 10: The role of active processes in chromosome organization. (A) Chromatin is classified as “inactive” and “active”
depending on its gene content (top). Gene-poor and gene-rich chromosomes phase separate and form territories whose spatial
positions with respect to the nucleus correlate with experimental observations (bottom). Reproduced from Ref. [64] under
Creative Commons CC BY License. (B) The condensin complex (in yellow) bind to the chromatin fiber (in black) and, by
moving into opposite directions, effectively produces chromatin loop extrusion. Extrusion stops when two (or more) complexes
bump unto each other (top). An apparently disordered tangled mass of chromatin can then self-organize into a regular array
of extruded loops (bottom). Reproduced from Ref. [65] under Creative Commons Attribution License.
segregation during mitosis [65, 69] and for chromosome
compartmentalization into TADs [70]. Specific proteins
called “condensins” assemble into complexes and bond
together spatially close loci on the chromatin fiber, see
Fig. 10(B). Then, the chromatin filament fixed by the
condensins starts to be effectively extruded when the
complex moves into opposite directions along the fiber.
When two condensins collide into each other the translo-
cation process stops. Moreover, with the addition of
topoisomerase-II the loop extrusion mechanism is able
to simplify chromosome topology by removing knots
and links [71, 72] between chromatin fibers within the
crowded environment of the nucleus.
B. Building chromosomes by data-driven,
“top-down” polymer models
The polymer models illustrated in Sec. III A employ
minimal physical assumptions in trying to capture vari-
ous aspects of chromosomes phenomenology and, for this
reason, they have been generically termed “bottom-up”.
The most fascinating side of these approaches is that they
often make testable predictions which are amenable to
experimental validation.
Recently, a number of studies have attacked the prob-
lem of chromosome organization from a radically differ-
ent perspective: instead of explaining experimental ob-
servation by employing minimal physics why not using
the information contained in the experiments to deduce
the most probable chromosome conformations compatible
with the observations?
In two related studies, Di Stefano and cowork-
ers showed that by just enforcing colocalization of
coexpressed genes in a polymer model for human chro-
mosome 19 first [73] and then for the entire human
genome [77] without major additional constraints, the
resulting conformations (see the example shown in
Fig. 11(A)) appear compatible with chromatin classifica-
tion in A/B sub-domains and with the non-random loca-
tions of chromosome territories correlated to gene content
(see Sec. I).
In order to exploit the nature of TADs and of
chromatin-chromatin interactions measured within a sin-
gle TAD, Giorgetti et al. [74] introduced a computa-
tional polymer model (see. Fig. 11(B)) where sequence-
dependent monomer-monomer interactions were ob-
tained upon maximizing the agreement between contact
frequencies predicted by the model and the ones mea-
sured by ordinary conformation capture techniques. The
model, targeted onto a specific region of mouse chro-
mosome X, reveals that the structure of a single TAD
measured by HiC reflects a full ensemble of fluctuating
conformations across the cell population with no stable
loops. Interestingly, the model was later tested by in-
ducing a deletion at a specific locus and measuring the
altered spatial distances.
A similar approach, the Minimal Chromatin Model
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FIG. 11: Data-driven polymer models. (A) A polymer model promoting colocalization of coexpressed genes in human chro-
mosome 19 produces conformations organized in spatial macrodomains which correlate with HiC [24] predictions. Reproduced
from Ref. [73] under Creative Commons License. (B) A single TAD is modeled as a polymer chain whose beads interact via
a square-well potential with an attractive wall. The energy parameters are optimized by iteration of a Monte Carlo sampling
scheme so to maximize the agreement between the predicted and observed chromosome conformation contacts maps. Reproduced
with permission from Ref. [74]. (C) In the Minimal Chromatin Model (MiChroM), chromatin loci are classified into different
types (colors) and certain pairs of genomic loci (“anchors”) tend to form loops. The interaction potential for the polymer chain
is trained based on the HiC [24] contact matrix for human chromosome 10, and used then to construct and study the spatial
features of the other chromosomes. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [75]. (D) The Polymer-based Recursive Statistical
Inference Method (PRISMR) refines the SBS polymer model [57] by “filtering” the simulated chromosome conformations so to
derive the minimal set of binding sites and binding molecules which best reproduces the input HiC contact matrix. Instructing
the model on wild-type (WT) chromosome data, the effects of genomic mutations (deletions/inversions/duplications) on ab-
normal chromosome conformations can be then predicted without further additional parameters. Reproduced with permission
from Ref. [76].
(MiChroM), was introduced recently by Di Pierro et
al. [75] with the intent of expanding the analysis to an
entire chromosome and trying to export the derived force-
field to describe the whole diploid nucleus. Specifically,
polymer loci were classified into chromatin types (as in
some of the models considered in Sec. III A 2) and the
energy parameters describing the interactions between
them were trained by using HiC data for human chro-
mosome 10 from a specific cell line, see Fig. 11(C). The
model was then used to predict an ensemble of possi-
ble structures for the other chromosomes not used for
the training of the energy function: interestingly, the ob-
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tained maps match well the ones obtained by HiC and
the simulated chromosome structures recapitulate other
notable features of interphase chromatin, like microphase
separation of chromatin types (Sec III A 2) and the ten-
dency of open chromatin to remain at the periphery of
its territory.
Finally, Bianco et al. refined the SBS model dis-
cussed in Sec. III A 2, by introducing the Polymer-based
Recursive Statistical Inference Method (PRISMR) [76]:
PRISMR works by minimizing a cost function which –
again – takes into account the predicted vs. the measured
HiC contact frequencies, see Fig. 11(D). The “optimal”
polymer model is then exported to construct chromo-
some conformations for a number of so-called structural
variants of chromosomes which are known to produce
anomalous chromatin folding and diseases. The protocol
is then shown to be very efficient in detecting mutated
chromatin-chromatin interactions which are involved in
anomalous phenotypes: the work reports in particular
the example of the EPHA4 locus where specific deletions
are associated to anomalous polydactyly.
IV. DISCUSSION
In this article, we have described some of the most
popular modelling approaches to 1D and 3D features of
genomic DNA sequences.
With regard to 1D features, we have shown (Sec. II)
evidence of nontrivial displacement of nucleotides along
the sequence: (1) at the single-nucleotide level, since
pyrimidines and purines are not randomly distributed
but show long-range correlations up to kb scale (Sec. II A)
and (2) at a dinucleotide level (Sec. II B), in partic-
ular CG-dinucleotides associated to DNA methylation,
for which the distribution of mutual interdistances along
the genome shows a different behaviour from the other
dinucleotides and seems correlated to specific regulation
mechanisms (CpG islands) or to organism complexity.
Thus, the analysis of 1D sequences in these specific cases
reveals important properties that go beyond the 1D en-
vironment itself, and likely have an impact on (or are
influenced by) the surrounding 3D context.
In order to understand how genomes fold in 3D
we have presented recent work about molecular mod-
eling (Sec. III) of chromosomes. In this respect,
the state-of-the-art is remarkably complex: topologi-
cal effects (Sec. III A 1), specific DNA-DNA interactions
(Sec. III A 2), energy-driven, active (opposed to entropy-
driven, passive) mechanisms (Sec. III A 3) are all likely to
act concurrently. Future work has to dissect one by one
each of these mechanisms with the goal to understand
their relative importance with respect to the full picture.
Inspired by the phenomenology of the “protein fold-
ing” problem [40] where the aminoacid sequence contains
the essential information to drive the protein towards its
unambiguous, “native” structure, it is natural to ask to
which extent the 1D sequence influences the 3D chro-
matin architecture, provided that epigenetic factors are
a key player to be associated to DNA sequence. Two re-
cent complementary approaches suggested that a signifi-
cant amount of spatial contacts detected by chromosome
conformation capture techniques can be predicted based
on the spatial colocalization of transcription-factor bind-
ing sites measured by ChIA-PET [78] or from 1D maps
of histone modifications and other epigenetic marks [79].
However, in spite of some evidence pointing to some non-
trivial interplay between 1D sequence and 3D folding, the
full picture remains poorly understood.
In this respect, some recent attempts (Sec. III B) based
on “data-driven” polymer physics with input from epige-
netic patterns seem to describe well the spatial structure
of chromosomes in vivo and, in some specific cases, are
able to identify critical hot-spots along the sequence asso-
ciated to mutations in the phenotype. At the same time,
the 3D chromosome conformation participates actively
in the occurrence of epigenetic phenomena along the 1D
sequence, such as the formation of loops between spe-
cific chromatin loci having distant locations along the se-
quence. Therefore, it appears plausible that the 3D chro-
mosome organization is “echoed” in the positioning along
the DNA sequence of 1D motifs associated to promot-
ers and enhancers regulating gene expression [80], and
that it is a major “driving force” in fixing and stabiliz-
ing the complex architectures [81, 82] of gene regulatory
networks.
Providing answers to these questions represents an ex-
citing challenge which requires concerted experimental
and theoretical efforts: the hope of the future is to find
a systematic way for addressing unsolved biological and
medical challenges linking DNA sequences anomalies,
chromosome misfolding and aberrant phenotypic behav-
ior. A combination of 1D and 3D genome information can
improve the understanding of pathologies with a “struc-
tural” basis, such as the Hutchinson-Gilford progeria syn-
drome in which a protein associated to nuclear membrane
scaffolding and DNA arrangement is mutated [83], or of
pathologies such as cancer [10], characterized by signifi-
cant expression deregulation due to epigenetic phenom-
ena and in which specific 1D mutational events can be
associated to DNA 3D structure [84].
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